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COMMITTEE CORNER
We welcome Hayley Hawkins as the newest member
of our club in all senses of the word. She was born on
19th July 2013, and attended her first Open Day on 3rd
August. We look forward to her joining us on our next field trip, along
with Lance, Kerry and Bella.
Our friend TVJ also continues to do well, with the medical side of his operation
successfully in the past. He now has only the physio, and preparation for his new
prosthesis to patiently contend with.

 Remember our column on “the most fascinating mineralogically-related item found
on the internet this month”? To avoid copyright issues we are not going to cut and paste
the relevant articles, but will give you the link and brief information on the topic. Please
send details and a short summary (in your own words) of something unusual or
outstanding that you would like to share, to Jo at Joanna.wicht@kingsley.co.za

 The other new heading we are featuring is “My Collecting, My Collection”. Duncan
Miller kindly sent us the first article for this in August. Now TVJ and Peter Rosewarne have
sent us their stories, and others are in the pipeline. This is proving to be a fascinating
topic. We would love to know what you collect and why and how you got hooked on the
hobby. Please put together a few notes, or better still write a lovely long article for our
newsletter, and include some photos of your favourite pieces, and send it to Jo.

 WORKSHOP. Remember to contact both Charlie and Rinda by e-mail to indicate your
wish
to
use
the
workshop
before
charliescharfetter@gmail.com
rindadt@gmail.com

coming

to

the

club.



LIBRARY. The library has various mineralogical DVDs for loan, including the
spectacular What’s HOT in Munich and What’s HOT in Tucson annual series. These are
not on display, so ask Duncan or Carol to dig them out of the desk drawer if you would
like to borrow them.

 Just in case anyone was wondering, there was no response at all to our earlier request
for ideas for local and/or distant destinations to visit as a club, nor any offers to assist in
arranging them.
EXCO
“A club is its members, not its committee, which must be an aide to those members.”
Variation on a quote by Ellis Mnyandu, Cape Times, 29.7.13
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Diary of Events
PAST - On 30th July, 2013, the unveiling of the McMillan Memorial on Kokerboom Koppie behind
the Information Centre at Rosh Pinah took place.
As a geologist in 1963 Dr McMillan discovered the economic mineralisation which led eventually to Rosh
Pinah Mine. In those days, exactly 50 years ago, a field geologist had to be very self-reliant and selfsufficient. Access and communications were poor, and GPS, satellite maps, and computers were
unknown. His mapping gear probably consisted of a compass, clinometer, rock hammer and his
observational skills.
Dr McMillan studied geology at the University of Cape Town. He joined the Chamber of Mines
Precambrian Research Unit at the University where he was later awarded a scholarship. Dr McMillan did
his mapping and research project covering the area between Witpütz and Sendelingsdrift (sheets 2716
(d) and 2816 (b)). In the frame of this mapping exercise he discovered economic mineralization on the
southern slope of the Rosh Pinah mountain. A few years later, and after countless hours looking at aerial
photos through binocular scopes, his patience and persistence were again rewarded when he
discovered Aggeneys, or Black Mountain, in the Northern Cape Province. Dr McMillan and his wife Jean
last visited Rosh Pinah in 2003. Then, they paid a visit to an area of outcropping iron oxides 4,5 km north
of Rosh Pinah, aptly named the McMillan gossans. He still remembered how he ringed his camp fire that
night in August 1963, with float barite rocks. Dr McMillan died in 2011 at age 74.
On 30th July this year, his wife Jean, daughter Ellison (both from Cape Town) and two of his
grandchildren visiting from the USA, (Ellie and Ian) went to Rosh Pinah for the unveiling of a memorial to
Dr McMillan to honor his life and work. Very few geologists in their professional career discover a
mineral prospect which leads to such a major mine.
(Thank you to Gisela Hinder for this hot-off-the-press news and the photographs.)

Ellie, Ian, Jean and Ellison McMillan

Jean McMillan at the memorial on Kokerboom Kop

PAST - Monthly Meeting, Saturday, 10th August. Rosh Pinah Zinc Mine. Our talk on Rosh
Pinah coincided with the unveiling of Dr McMillan’s memorial. Malcolm and friends had visited the mine
in 2012, and Jo in 2011. This slide show of the mine and its minerals was a combination of information
and photos from those two visits - both were well documented with photos taken of the area around
the mine and underground. They showed amongst other things how ore is taken out, immediately
crushed, and conveyed to the surface for further processing. Malcolm also explained how the
mineralization took place in the Rosh Pinah graben part of an oceanic basin called the Adamastor Ocean
which existed between South Africa and South America about 740 million years ago. Volcanic activity
was the trigger for uprising of mineralized fluids into this oceanic basin where the sulfide minerals
precipitated onto the muddy sea floor. This is now known as a Sedex deposit.
(18 members attended.)
Thank you also to Rinda, the food fairy, who invisibly left cake and custard on the counter for all.
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PAST - Saturday, 17 August. “The Jo Technik”

On Saturday 17 August Jo Wicht gave us a very thoroughly prepared talk and demonstration of her
stone carving techniques. Sixteen members from as far afield as Barrydale, Langebaan, and Somerset
West came in the pouring rain to attend this demonstration. An array of carved frogs, a “rotten” rabbit,
and other items were on display, as well as a continuous slide show of carved stone work. Jo told us how
many of these were made, showed the equipment she uses, and then proceeded to begin a new carving
with an angle grinder, do fine work with some diamond bits, and demonstrated diamond pad polishing
on a rhyolite frog currently in production. It was obvious that Jo’s artistry requires great ingenuity and
stamina, apart from a wonderful ability to “see” the end result in an irregular piece of rough stone.
Those who attended received a free set of detailed notes (not for further distribution), as well as coffee
and biscuits! It was altogether a most informative demonstration, which will be followed up with a
promised lapidary workshop demonstration on how to use a flexible shaft “Dremel” tool. So,
prospective stone carvers – watch this space! DM

TO COME - Monthly Meeting, 14th September. Mineral Collecting in Sweden – an
historic review by Peter Fels
Peter Fels from Sweden will be visiting South Africa soon, and Henri Schram has arranged for him to talk
to us. Peter says that his talk will be divided into four parts: Geology of Sweden and its mineral
provinces; The Golden Age part one - scientists as collectors; The Golden Age, part two - amateurs as
collectors; and Today’s (im)Possibilities of collecting. There will be a lot of pictures too, of course.

TO COME - Faceting course in September. Duncan has had his arm twisted to give another
faceting course this year. This is scheduled for 21 & 28 September, if there are three participants. So, if
you are interested please contact Duncan at embo@telkomsa.net not later than Monday 16 September.
The course fee is R800 cash payable on 21 September. On each day the course runs at the Bothasig club
house from 09:00 to 17:00. All materials will be provided but participants must bring their own lunch.

TO COME - Monthly Meeting, 12th October. “Bring & Brag”. Collectors and inspectors
please ink this date in your diary now. To link in with our current newsletter articles on “My
Collecting, My Collection”, we are asking everyone to bring what they consider their best, their
favourite, their oddest or whatever, specimens to the club that afternoon. We have lots of show cases
which we will set out and if everyone brings about twelve or so of their minerals we should have a
wonderful display. Each collector can explain briefly what he or she has chosen to bring. This is not a
contest – it is a way of allowing all our members to share your treasures and get pleasure from them in
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the same way as you do. So whether your mineral specimens have cost R20 or R20,000, are large or
small, brightly coloured or shades of grey, please start thinking which ones you would like to bring with
you on 12th October.
Even if you don’t have a collection, come anyway and see firsthand a collection of Nature’s wonders.

TO COME - Gemboree 2014.
As you may be aware, next year’s Gemboree will be hosted by Cape Town. We intend using the
Pella area for the Gemboree and further details will follow regarding registration etc. In the
meantime it would help us enormously if as soon as possible you could let us know if you are
considering attending. Contact: jacksonhome@telkomsa.net

My Collecting, My Collection
Peter Rosewarne

BUNKER HILL, DAOPING, BAD EMS PYROMORPHITES

How It All Began
My first exposure to the world of minerals and crystals was while taking geology ‘O’ and ‘A’ levels at
school in Brighton, UK, in the late sixties. My interest was of a fairly general nature at that stage,
although the seeds of mineral collecting were sown on some field trips, one to North Wales, where I
remember being excited by picking up some pyrite and bornite specimens. Next stop was reading
geology at Kingston University, London, where a firm interest in mineralogy and igneous petrology took
hold.
I was acquiring a very modest collection by this time, mainly from field trips, supplemented by buying
from one or two dealers; how I can’t recall but there was no internet shopping in those days. Building
this modest collection paid off in terms of assisting in identifying minerals and on one memorable
occasion I astounded our mineralogy professor by identifying some obscure specimens that he had set
in a class exercise; my 15 minutes of fame! I sold this first very basic and small collection shortly after
leaving university, to pay for beer money I think.
The main emphasis at university was on the physical properties of minerals and their identification, not
aesthetics. Deer, Howie and Zussman’s Introduction to the Rock Forming Minerals was my bible and the
polarising microscope my key to the composition of rocks and the physical properties of their
constituent minerals. Sadly, my extensive knowledge of the crystallography, chemistry and genesis of
most of the more common mineral groups gained at this time has faded with time.

Early Days
I emigrated to South Africa in 1975, having landed a job with the then Geological Survey and proceeded
to waste my ‘min. and pet.’ knowledge doing mundane regional mapping near Beaufort West. I
maintained a distant interest in minerals but did nothing about it until visiting Swakopmund in 1997 to
attend a geophysics conference. There I discovered the delights of the wonderful minerals of Namibia
through some mineral dealer’s shops, including Stonetique, which some of you may be familiar with,
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and purchased some run-of-the-mill specimens from the trays of cheaper minerals in the back room.
Several more visits to Swakopmund followed over the years, visits to the House of Gems in Windhoek,
purchases from Rob Smith and Online Minerals and then I joined the Cape Town Gem & Mineral Club,
sometime in 2005 I think. I used to look forward with anticipation to the first Saturday of each month
and buying specimens from Maurice, Johan, Rocky and Margaret amongst others, building up what I
thought was a reasonable general collection.

Addiction Sets In
Then came the fateful but exciting discovery of international internet mineral dealers, which roughly
coincided with having more disposable cash to splurge on my, by now, full-blown mineral collecting
hobby. This led me to desert the Mineral Club in 2007, only returning in July 2013, to find many familiar
faces still present and meet many new, welcoming, people. I think my first internet purchases were
from the Amethyst Gallery in the US; half a dozen fairly low-end specimens including diopside,
nephelene, sphalerite and augite, which I still have. The main dealers I mainly buy from now are John
Betts Fine Minerals, Jim Brown of Hummingbird Minerals, Jordi Fabre of Fabre Minerals, Kevin Ward of
The Mineral Gallery and a few others. I also got an insight into truly world-class specimens and
collections through books such as Tsumeb, America’s Mineral Treasures, Masterpieces of the Mineral
World, The Desmond Sacco Collection, The Smale Collection and by subscribing to the Mineralogical
Record.
One of the pitfalls of internet buying is being seduced by the wonderfully luminescent colour
photographs of dealer’s offerings, all set up for maximum ‘wow’ factor. Many is the disappointment I’ve
had of expectantly unpacking a parcel only to find a small, dull specimen that bears little resemblance to
what I thought I had bought. However, some that did turn out as good as the photos are shown below;
all from Kevin Ward (with his permission) – he’s expensive but the ‘package’ is very professional.

Moroccan fluorite
Photo: ExceptionalMinerals.com

Mexican grossular garnet
Photo: ExceptionalMinerals.com

Tsumeb mimetite
Photo: ExceptionalMinerals.com

The other ‘pitfall’ is price. All specimens are in US dollars or Euros and so the Rand exchange rate can
make quite a difference to the purchase price. You can spend as little or as much as you want or can
afford but decent specimens can be had in the range $100 to $500, depending on size, rarity and
perfection of the mineral. The Mineral Gallery regularly has specimens on offer for up to $50 000, a very
substantial figure anyway but mind and bank balance-blowing in Rands.

My Collection
My main motivation for collecting is the beauty of fine mineral specimens, especially crystallised ones
and I am also a collector at heart, having collected butterflies, birds eggs (I am presuming that there is a
statute of limitations for prosecution of these nefarious activities) and shells in a previous life and
guitars, wine and books in my present one. I guess I am a hoarder. I also never seem to be satisfied and
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am always seeing a ‘better’ example of a mineral I already have and almost compulsively buying it. Most
of the specimens I started selling (at knock-down prices…) at the club in July are earlier purchases that
are surplus to needs and I have had to make space as virtually all the display cabinets and drawers
purpose-built for my collection are full.
My catalogued collection, which I christened The Rosey Collection, contains over 600 specimens, with
many more awaiting attention. My favourite minerals are wulfenite (Mexican and Red Cloud Mine),
garnets, pyromorphite (Bunker Hill), dioptase (Tsumeb/DRC), tourmalines, vanadinite (Morocco) and
smithsonite (Tsumeb, Choix and Kelly mines). Despite exposing hundreds of parcels to the vagaries of
the postal services of various countries, I’ve only had one go missing so far.
Some photographs (mine and rather poor I’m afraid) of groupings of the favourites mentioned above
are included below.

SMITHSONITES, GARNETS, TOURMALINES AND AQUAMARINES

THREE TSUMEBS AND ONE MEXICAN - SMITHSONITES

Almost all of my good specimens are bought, not self-collected, which is a downside but obtaining good
specimens of most of the above yourself is impractical or now impossible. About the only decent selfcollected material I have are some tarbuttite, skorpionite and hemimorphite specimens from Skorpion
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Zinc Mine near Rosh Pinah, where I have been working on groundwater issues related to mining. Apart
from seeing (in books/magazines) examples of high-end SA collections, such as Desmond Sacco’s, I have
no idea where mine stands locally but it brings me great satisfaction looking at and handling the
specimens and reading up on where they came from and their characteristics. High on my ‘bucket list’ is
a visit to the Tucson Gem and Mineral Show but, being averse to flying, I’m going to have to make a plan
if I am ever to get there. Thanks for reading this far………………….. I’ve bought another Los Lamentos
wulfenite in between writing this. Please, I need help - mainly from my bank manager!
Peter

Best Internet Article of the Month:
What is the most fascinating mineralogically-related item you have found on the internet this month?
Helen Crowther says that she is sure everyone will know about the Giant Crystals
in the Naica Mine in Mexico, as it is not a new discovery, but every time she sees
the photos she gets goose bumps. From a recent National Geographic
programme, it seems that access to the caves is now prohibited, but many
scientific explorations and discoveries have been made during the time that they
were open.
The link below is a particularly informative one:
http://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2010/10/101007-lost-crystal-caves-mexico-science-mine-superman-icepalace/

CONTACTS
LAPIDARY WORKSHOP: Contact Charlie Scharfetter on charliescharfetter@gmail.com
(or 083 700 6777 only if you do not have email) or Rinda, see below under Faceting Workshop
FACETING WORKSHOP: Contact Rinda du Toit on 072 101 1088 or rindadt@gmail.com
TRADERS: Contact Marion on 084 6060 233 or mcoleman05@gmail.com
LIBRARY: Available on Open and Meeting days. Ask Carol or Duncan to unlock for you.

YOUR 2013 COMMITTEE
Chairman
Vice Chairman
Treasurer
Assistant to Treasurer
Secretary/Newsletter Editor

Malcolm Jackson
Ken Coleman
Remo Ciolli
Carol Coleman
Jo Wicht

021 551 8009
021 558 6308
021 975 6059
021 558 6308
021 976 3808

jacksonhome@telkomsa.net
kcoleman@telkomsa.net
remo@ciollibros.co.za
kcoleman@telkomsa.net
joanna.wicht@kingsley.co.za

FAVOURITE REFERENCE WEBSITES
MINERAL SPECIMENS:
http://www.e-rocks.com www.mindat.org www.galleries.com http://www.mineral-forum.com www.minerals.net
www.webmineral.com www.mineralogicalrecord.com http://www.johnbetts-fineminerals.com/ www.irocks.com
http://www.the-vug.com/vug/vugfakes.html (FAKES) www.mnh.si.edu/vtp/1-desktop/ - tour of Smithsonian
GEOLOGY:
http://earthobservatory. nasa.gov/IOTD/ http://geology.about.com/library/bl/images/blmineralindex.htm
geology.com
FACETING & GEMS:
www.artcutgems.com http://www.gia.edu/research-resources/gia-gem-database/index.html
www.gemstone.org
http://fasttex.ctl.utexas.edu/vargas/> www.nordskip.com www.facetdiagrams.org
http://www.gemologyproject.com/wiki/index.php?title=Faceting_Designs>.
www.gemdat.org
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LINKED SOCIETIES
We exchange newsletters with the following societies. Should you be interested in reading any of them please contact Jo who will email them onto you. If you wish to join any of the clubs, or attend their lectures and outings, please contact the person listed below:
USA and UK FACETING GUILDS – Contact Duncan (embo@telkomsa.net) to join the faceting group if you want to receive these
newsletters. This is open to Cape Town Gem & Mineral Club members only.
THE CAPE NATURAL HISTORY CLUB - Visit www.capenaturalhistoryclub.co.za Contact Eleanor 021 762 1779
ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY - Contact Lia at xtrahand@iafrica.com
FRIENDS OF SA MUSEUM - Contact Maxine Davies 021 481 3913 (Wednesdays & Fridays only) samfriends@iziko.org.za
W.CAPE BRANCH OF THE GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF SA - website: https://sites.google.com/site/gssawcb/

ADVERTISEMENTS
MINERAL MARKET (Trading as African Art & Gemstones). Established more than 25 years ago. We have an extensive range of African
and global mineral specimens and products. We also stock an excellent range of African Art/curios. Phone Maria or Rolf (geologist) on
0824582432 for personal service or visit our shop in Simon's Town, 126B St George's Street. www.mineralmarket.co.za
Duncan Miller is the official southern African regional representative for ULTRA TEC FACETING MACHINES (www.ultratecfacet.com) and agent for GEARLOOSE LAPIDARY PRODUCTS (www.battlap.com). So if you are considering buying an Ultra Tec or
Gearloose’s innovative polishing materials, contact Duncan for a quote including shipping, tax, clearance fees, etc. 084 757 9830 or
info@xenolithos.com You can read the latest Ultra Tec newsletter at http://www.ultratec-facet.com/Sometimes/somenew.htm
MAGIC MINERALS in Philadelphia. Here you will find rocks, crystals, minerals, gemstones, jewellery, décor, gifts and collectables.
Open: Tuesday to Sunday, 9h00 - 17h00. Phone: Shop: 021 972 1139, Maurice: 082 6966 161, Aletta: 072 2437 496.
magicminerals@telkomsa.net
AFRICAN GEMS AND MINERALS. Fine Mineral Specimens. Facet rough, Gemstones, Stunning Crystals. Fossils.
Jewellery. Antiques. Lapidary equipment. We have it all!! In Cape Town you can find us at Unit 8 Prosperity Park c/r
Computer and Omuramba roads in Montague Gardens - only 3km from the Clubhouse! We have been around for 35
years. Stores in Germiston, Johannesburg, Cape Town and Auckland, New Zealand. Call our CPT branch manager on
073 531 2667 or 078 888 0416 for expert advice. www.africangems.com
For vast range of semi-precious beads and cut stones at excellent prices contact Vadim Petzer of the 101 Jewellery Emporium at 082
7714954.
A new crystal shop opened in Bellville in January this year. Come and visit Avalon, situated at 6 Sarel Cilliers Street, Bellville. We stock a
large variety of crystals and various other interesting items. We are open Mondays to Saturdays, 10am-5pm. Contact Rockey: 072 697
4076
Advertising is free to members. Contact Jo to place an ad.

2013 MEMBERSHIP FEES
TOWN MEMBERS:

Single: R290 e mail ( R30 extra if newsletter is posted)

Family: (Principal/partner/with dependent children under 21) R370 e mail (R30 extra if newsletter is posted)
COUNTRY MEMBERS: (Living more than 50km as the crow flies from central Cape Town) Single: R215 e mail (R30 extra if newsletter is
posted
Family: (Principal/partner/with dependent children under 21) R260 e mail ( R30 extra if newsletter is posted)
STUDENT/AFFILIATE: (Age under 25, registered full-time at bona fide college or university, or dependent child of existing member)
R145 e mail only
ONCE OFF JOINING FEE FOR NEW MEMBERS: (R20 per application, single or family)
If you ask for the newsletter to be posted to you (even if you have e-mail) you must please pay the extra R30.
Club bank a/c for payments is ABSA - Table View - account no. 40-5975-5822 Payments must be made to THE MINERALOGICAL SOCIETY
OF SOUTHERN AFRICA not CT Gem & Min. Please make a direct payment where possible, and identify your transaction with your name
as the beneficiary reference.

The opinions expressed in the articles above do not necessarily reflect those of the Executive Committee. We welcome all
contributions related to our hobby and everyone is welcome to send articles for inclusion in the Mineral Chatter.
This newsletter is the property of the Cape Town Gem & Mineral Club and articles may not be reproduced
without the permission of the Editor.
Chairman: Malcolm Jackson (e-mail: jacksonhome@telkomsa.net)

Secretary: Jo Wicht (e-mail: joanna.wicht@kingsley.co.za)

The Mineralogical Society of Southern Africa, PO Box 28079, Goede Hoop Street, Bothasig, Cape Town, 7406, registered Non-Profit Organisation
No. 61-850, trading as The Cape Town Gem & Mineral Club. Affiliated to the Federation of South African Gem & Mineral Societies.
www.ctminsoc.org.za
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